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Abstract 
S.A.T. Project (US 6.431.078 B2) is a three-dimensional dynamic transportation system, which will create the first step 
towards the breaking-up with the bi-dimensional use of modern cities. It is designed for the passenger and freight (around 15-
20 passenger per unit) transportation. It consists of unitary electric-vehicles, working under different directions of movement: 
horizontal, vertical and on a gradient. Its tracks are modular structures in the form of suspended tubes requiring minimum 
supports. Vehicles will work under various displacement directions (suspended, laid on tracks and laterally supported). It will 
consequently act as a catalytic tool towards the re-definition of urban space, generating mutations on architectural 
morphology and typology. It is a private-public transportation system, due to the possibility of interacting under different 
urban scales, from a smaller one and private to a larger and public. 
SAT project will provide a possible sustainable solution to the new demand and requirement for the urban transportation in 
the future. In this paper, a first attempt for developing a library of simulation building blocks is discussed in order to be able 
to evaluate the SAT-
performance. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Need for innovative transport and logistics concepts  
Cities ar
interchange and a platform for scientific and technological advances. In the present, more than 3,000 million 
people live and work in the urban area (Nairobi, 2001)
was living in cities, and by 2020 this rate will go beyond the 60% margin, which indicates that urban population 
is expanding at a very high rate. The transition of present urban settlements into megacities, shows that growth-
parameters are expressed with negative consequences under social, cultural and environmental aspects. Air 
pollution, lack of green spaces, traffic congestion, decontrolled urban and human sprawl and an unbalanced 
development of urban areas define present decaying urban sceneries. 
 
Fig. 1: Sao Paulo City, central area. (V. Serrano, 1999) 
 
Fig. 2: Highways in S. Paulo 
Transportation requirements in present cities cannot be satisfied exclusively by private cars. Public 
transportation has advantages over private one both in the city centre and along the main highways in dense 
urban areas. In order to deal with the increasing flow of passengers and cargo, new concepts in the city 
transportation area are requested. Therefore, the development of new transportation modes has a growing interest. 
1.2. New requirements for transportation system in the future 
Nowadays many measures are taken to improve the high-density city environments. For example, some 
measures promote compact-urban development, creating high density urban realms avoiding travel distances, but 
increasing congestion and pollution; some measures promote extended urban landscapes, responding to low 
density settlements under a rigid road based structure, which promotes long travel distances as well as 
fragmentation, not encouraging the appearance of mixed-use areas.  
As John Whitelegg (1993) 
success of a transportation system, rather than the means or speed of transport. It is relatively easy to increase the 
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speed at which people move around, much harder to introduce changes that enable us to spend less time gaining 
portation requires fundamental changes in our 
transportation planning practices! 
1.3. Research objective, questions and approach 
To make research studies on a transportation system, in the traditional way, the assessment mostly based on 
trend extrapolations and quantitative modelling, are not sufficient to cope with the different sources of 
uncertainties. These models are typically focus on the physical part of infrastructure and traffic, and hardly on the 
decisions made by individuals and organisations involved in transportation processes. To be more specific, the 
theoretical assumptions underlying these traditional models are often at least disputable. Banister (1994) refers to 
s no linkages between transport 
research and planning have insufficiently been adapted in terms of concepts and tools to situation where many of 
the decisions are not matters of professional expertise but matters of opinion and political values rather than facts. 
Consequently, their impact on policy formulation has been lessened and the establishment of robust long-term 
approaches to the incentives to ever-growing transportation challenges becomes less durable. Moreover, there are 
too few incentives to change the dominant application of traditional planning models and technical forecasting 
models. All problems above will influence the public policy development concerning S.A.T. system and its 
implementation. Hence, the research effort on S.A.T. Project should be balanced with research on the non-
technological dimension of S.A.T. system implementation. This brings us an objective in our research, which can 
To get more comprehensive understanding on future S.A.T. Project 
implementation.  
 In order to achieve this research objective, we will focus on the following research questions: 
 Does S.A.T. Project match the transportation requirements in the future? If not, how can we improve it? 
 What functions does the S.A.T. system should provide in the future from the demand point of view and how 
the system will match with them from the supply point of view? 
 What criteria can be used to evaluate the S.A.T. system and how to determine it? 
 What performances does the S.A.T. system can achieve? 
The results of research should provide knowledge on the societal consequences of the implementation of 
S.A.T. Project to public authorities involved, in order to support the development of their policy strategy and to 
identify important issues for follow-up, in-depth research. This paper contains the first steps in our research 
approach. Chapter 2 contains a technical description of the S.A.T. Project. In chapter 3 a transformation towards 
simulation building blocks is given. We end up with conclusions and recommendations for further research in 
chapter 4. 
2. S.A.T. Project (Sistema Autónomo de Transporte) 
2.1. Introduction 
In order to define our project background, we must place ourselves on a scale of mega-cities, such as Tokyo, 
New York, Shanghai. A conceptual reading of the developing process found in some of our contemporary 
metropolis shows a clear physical fragmentation, of continuous and discontinuous and a lack of compatibility 
between time and speed. The urban territory is a complex matter. Urban typology is shaped under the foundations 
verticalism
dependency as its individualistic-typology acts as isolated-vertical containers (private-elements with a deficient 
the emphasis stalled in its individualistic-nature (building typology), proposes a disarticulated-society, tearing-up 
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the essence of unity
activities, it should promote its organization and structure. The fact of being undefined and not qualified makes it 
impossible for interactions to occur. Therefore, the city-structure is shaped by a single main public-plane, in 
actions taking place at the ground-zero). A City could be, functionally represented from a bi-dimensional scheme 
of uses which regulates and organizes urban structure-conformation (defining commercial/ dwelling areas and 
public-green areas among others). Thus to pose as our Diagnosis Cities work as entities derived from a 
conceptual-construction in 2D  it becomes 
evident the need of a change of Paradigm. We must reframe the development of contemporary human-life, 
grabbed to already obsolete structures. urban re-structure -
structure implies to re-organize, producing mutations and changes under dimensional/functional features by 
altering spatial geometrical-conception and order. Understanding now the bi-dimensional (2D) functionality of 
existing cities and their consequences becomes the basis of our -re-dimensioning of 
. Thus, we pose the re-conformation of cities under the concept of a time-space integrated 
development of urban life (optimisation). A tetra-dimensional space is a social and functional conformation 
within an interactive three-dimensional space. 
The urban structure (urban space) develops under a 2D-frame, consequently does transportation in it. Since 
traditional means of transport are not working under this basis, a new transportation system is needed.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Image of S.A.T. 
 
 
Fig. 4: Architectural mutations in present obsolete 
structures 
 
S.A.T Project named under Sistema Autónomo de Transporte (US 6431078 B2),   has the special feature of 
working under different direction of movement, horizontal, vertical and on a gradient. It can connect different 
spaces that are to be found, not under the same geometrical plane, but under different direction axis. The tetra-
dimension concept and the system designed to achieve it, can provide interrelation between different heights, 
levels, and directions, opening a random game of multiple commuting-options. So people can start travelling 
through space, in a continuous uninterrupted change of levels. S.A.T. Project creates the first steps towards the 
breaking-up with the bi-
conception and regeneration of urban sceneries (3D-transportation). The system is designed for the transportation 
of people and/or freight (around 15-20 passenger per unit). It consists of unitary electric-vehicles that would 
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move along two tracks. Its cabin maintains its horizontal-level position regardless of changes in track direction or 
even height-level. The tracks are modular structures in the form of suspended tubes, requiring minimum supports. 
Several vehicles are able to circulate on one track, in its different displacement direction either in suspension or 
held in place. The system is to be supervised by a Central Control Station, which may program the route to be 
followed by convoy within intervals, on a same track, adding or withdrawing different vehicles from different 
routes. The system will generate high-efficiency upon low speed. The system is dynamic. It will consequently act 
as a catalytic tool towards the re-defining of the urban space, generating mutation on architectural morphology 
and typologies. Interaction will appear between the urban grid (public) and building (private). 
S.A.T. Project will provide a possible solution to the new demand and requirement for the urban transportation 
in the future. An in-depth investigation of its merit for reliable logistic service, technical feasibility, 
environmental benefits and cost performance is worthwhile. To ensure that the system will work properly 
innovative logistic concepts will also be necessary. 
2.2. System structure of SAT system 
-
alter their original direction or destination, depending on passengers demands or the changes of city's rhythm 
(e.g. Peak hours, urban hazards, etc.). The system structure is defined by the interaction between different types 
of stops and terminals, as described in Fig.  
 
Fig.  
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                               Table 1. Description of S.A.T system structure 
Catalogue Type Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stops 
Simple Passive stop 
 
They act as normal stops. They are arrival or departure 
points and passengers will take them as a chosen 
destination. We may compare Simple Passive Stops to 
present bus, subways or trolley- stops. 
Multiple passive 
stop 
 
Generated upon the crossing of two or more simple passive-
stops. It acts as a connection-stop, relating various circuits 
(therefore named under multiple-stop). Interaction will be 
achieved while passengers switch from one circuit to 
another, i.e. the passengers themselves move. 
Active stop 
 
It is generated upon a 180º curve - a loop in the circuit - 
inscribed in a same geometrical-plane axis. The new-level 
lane (generated after taking the loop) will develop either 
below or above the former-circuit lane. Active-stops will be 
implemented in dense urban areas, were the lack of space 
generates the requirement of minor-scale operations to 
interconnect different transportation levels. 
Dynamic stop 
 
Located next to a sliding-switch, which produces the 
interrelation between two circuits (or even under specific 
circumstances three). The Dynamic Stop will be an 
interactive-stop, converging and interconnecting Circuits 
allowing passengers to define various routes from it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dynamic 
Terminals 
Simple 
 
Dynamic-Terminals act as interconnection gateways 
between open-circuits. It contains a sliding-switch, which 
generates the interrelation between more than three circuits. 
For Simple Dynamic Terminals, the interrelation is given 
between circuits at a same level, deriving vehicles from one 
circuit to another. It also will allow convoys to return over a 
same circuit.  
Multiple  
 
Overlapping of different Simple Dynamic Terminals, 
interconnecting different transportation-levels by elevators, 
escalators, but above all, by including vertical S.A.T. routes 
(defining a 3D-transportation). From the existence of these 
network defining the system as a continuous and integrated 
circuit.  
 
 
 
 
 
Switches 
Sliding-switch 
 
Point crossing, it could act in horizontal, vertical, and on 
sloped position. Used in Dynamic Stops and Terminals. Its 
functions are: 
Interchange vehicles between circuits; 
Add or withdraw vehicles to the circuits - Vehicles could be 
detained (stand-by) on spare guides. 
Open switch 
 
Vehicles do not stop while the switch opens, articulated 
according to the plane that contains the tracks. It will 
connect coincident circuits on the guide plane, perpendicular 
to one another, horizontal or in a slope, with in-between 
sections and verticals with a detour vertical circuit. 
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Vehicle 
 
Vehicle is used to transport either passengers or freight. The 
capacity of the vehicle is around 15-20 passengers. It is 
conformed by electric-unitary vehicles that move in 
different directions. The vehicle cabin maintains its 
horizontal-level position regardless the changes that appear 
in track direction or height levels. The vehicle is powered by 
a DC110v engine. Several vehicles can be connected to 
conceive a S.A.T. Convoy.  
3. Simulation 
3.1. Introduction 
A simulation model can provide an ideal environment for experiments with different policies, control 
structures and control activities. Simulation is especially popular in logistics and operations research. The 
advantages of simulation are:  
 Most complex, real-world systems with stochastic elements cannot be described accurately by a 
mathematical model that can be evaluated analytically. 
 Alternative proposed system designs can be compared by simulation to see which best meets specified 
requirements. 
 Simulation allows us to study a system with a long time frame in compressed time, or alternatively to study 
the detailed workings of a system in expanded time. 
3.2. Optional measurements with the simulation model 
0RGHO
SDUDPHWHUV
/RFDWLRQRI
VWRSVWHUPLQDOV
6WRSWHUPLQDOGDWD
3DVVHQJHUDUULYHGLVWULEXWLRQ
GDWD
6\VWHPFRQWUROGDWD
9HKLFOHGDWD
9HKLFOHVWDWLVWLFGDWD
3DVVHQJHUVWDWLVWLFGDWD
3DUWRIFRVWGDWD
,QSXW 2XWSXW
'DWD
DQDO\VLV
0RGHO
6HQVLWLYLW\YDULDEOHV
%DVLFUHODWLRQVKLSV
DPRQJYDULDEOHV
5HVXOW
 
Fig. 6: I/O simulation model 
 
Output: 
Passenger:  
 Max./Min/Average Total transportation time per passenger per hour 
 Max./Min/Average waiting time per hour 
 Max./Min/Average moving time per hour 
 Max./Min/Average number of passengers transferred per hour 
 Max./Min/Average number of passengers abort waiting because long time waiting 
Vehicle: 
 Max./Min/Average speed of vehicle per hour 
 The ratio that vehicle leave platform  
 The ration that vehicle working without passenger in it 
 Total working time per vehicle 
Part of cost data: 
 Total working cost of vehicle 
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 Total fix cost for infrastructure (in data analysis model) 
 Total cost for power consume (in data analysis model) 
 Total cost for human resource (in data analysis model) 
 Total cost for the system (in data analysis model) 
 
Possible relationship among parameters 
 The relationship among "the designed speed of vehicle", "the capacities the vehicles" and "the average 
number of passengers transported. 
 The relationship among "the number of stops", "the average speed of vehicle" and the average number of 
passengers transported. 
 The relationship among "the capacity of the vehicles", "the total working time of the vehicles" and "the total 
costs of the system" 
3.3. Generic simulation blocks 
Table 2.Simulation blocks of S.A.T system 
Name Icon Function 
Origin 
Destination 
Matrix  
 Generate Passenger origin and Destination 
 Predetermine the route to connect two stations 
Passenger 
Control  
 Control the behaviour of passengers 
Passenger 
Generator  
 Generate passengers in the simulation 
 Set type of passenger 
 Set time interval of generation (in different time 
interval, system can generate different number of 
passenger) 
Station 
 
 Stations in the network. A station can have one or more 
platforms 
Platform 
 
 Platform at the station where provide place for vehicle 
to stop 
 Different route can use same platform at the station, or 
each route can have its own platform at the station. 
Track 
 
 Track in the system to connect two stations 
 Track could be either single direction or double 
direction 
 Capacity of single direction track can be set 
Parking Plot 
 
 The place to park or store vehicle 
Time Table 
 
 Describe the route 
  
  
Vehicle 
Generator 
 Generate vehicle in the simulation 
 Set basic information of vehicle 
 Set time interval of generation (in different time 
interval, frequency of vehicle starting to work can be 
set) 
Vehicle Control 
 
 Control the behaviour of the vehicle in the system 
 Set predetermine the utilisation of the system 
Vehicle 
Manager 
 
 Control the working strategy of the vehicle in the 
system, such as whether vehicle works base on fix 
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4. Conclusions and future research 
Until now we have developed the simulation library with components for evaluating the design 
parameters/elements of the SAT.-project. For the next three different kinds of examples the structure of the 
library components will be tested: 
 Vehicles work on fixed route list and fixed time schedule (like train or bus system, push-system) 
 -system) 
  
In our first attempt we have the confidence that we can provide more dedicated, logistical insights in the 
performances of the SAT-project by the application of a library of simulation components. In this way we are 
sure that we can contribute towards the studies of more sustainable cities by showing the merits of the S.AT.-
project in a simulation environment for specific case studies in high-density urban areas. 
 
Fig. 7: First Circuit modelled 
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